
Home Run
My first house in the country was a hollowing out of the thick 

branches in the green cedars. I laid a ground sheet and foam rubber on the 
snow and spread the sleeping bag I had made the year before while I waited 
in anticipation. Forty pounds of sail cloth and feathers with a wool blanket 
for extra warmth made an inviting nest. The cut branches left handy stubs 
for hanging possessions and made great candle holders for the too long lonely
winter night.

Life in the country begins at the beginning. That first step we take on 
to our new place with no going back. I arrived with no idea how to even build
a place. I started with a tent and then built a platform, just a square box with
plywood on top. That was easy, but how to build the sides? I stood sheets of 
plywood up so they leaned on each other and then nailed 2x4’s and branches 
to the sheets. It did work and I was able to fasten the roof and sheet it in too. 
In my search I found the slabs they cut off the sides of logs and nailed these 
to the outside. I thought it looked good and almost looked like the log cabin I 
dreamed of building.

As Fall arrived I thought that since the shack was so small and I had a
small stove I would not need insulation. October proved me wrong. I drove to
the local building supply store on that first morning of the killer frost. I told 
the woman behind the counter that I needed to buy some insulation. Her first
question completely threw me, “What size studs do you have?” For a 
moment I entertained impure thoughts, but not with her. She explained that 
the 2x4's needed to be a certain width apart and this dictated what width of 
insulation to buy. It made a lot of sense, I marveled in the accumulated 
wisdom of the men who came before me. Very good for me they also sold 
insulation glued to heavy paper. I bought this and just stapled it to the inner 
walls. It reminded me of a padded room I had once seen. 

Earlier in the Fall I had picked a clearing with a strange wet rock. 
The cedar trees curtsied with their skirt of boughs surrounding the short 
curly grasses with its few black-eyed daisies. I felt so alone but safe in the last
days of summer sun completely cut off from the stiff breeze of the coming 
winter. I lay for hours in the comforting heat. The wet rock harbingered 
water that flowed continually through my life. I felt like a child in a circle of 
gossiping women ignored but protected.

I began my cabin with a chainsaw. I can still see that small nick in my 
long discarded hiking boots that put the healthiest fear in my heart and kept 
my health as my foremost possession. I had stopped cutting and never 
realized just how long that sharp chain would continue to turn after one of 
my first cuts. The old farmer up the road in the weeks to come taught me 
how to dance with the saw. He was like a ballerina or a Ti Chi master. Every 



move was deliberate. Years of meditation coalesced into the moment the only 
moment. Life and death swung around me as the hemlocks fell opening the 
clearing to the sun. The Mikado of naked matrons lay and leaned feeling the 
sun on bark that had not seen the break of day since seedlings. I looked at 
them with reverence humbled by the fact that I had changed the world.

I hated to cut the cedars, but had to make the clearing larger. It 
opened the surround to the slope of hemlocks and brought them light. Every 
year more trees would fall leaving only the maples and cherries to rule and 
pile the hill with leaves.

I hired a man and a horse to help me skid some logs for the beginnings
of the house. The snow was still deep, but I couldn’t wait. I soon had the 
straightest logs in a pile ready for my first break. I also used the old 
Minneapolis Moline tractor I had bought in South Dakota to skid more logs 
for lumber. I had worked in a sawmill and shoveled manure for some of the 
lumber, but I had big plans and a growing pile of logs.

My father helped me build a platform. Dad knew a bit more than I 
did about building, but nothing about foundations. He had memories of snow
blowing through the cracks of the walls in the logging camps he had labored 
in as a young man. It was forty years later that I found help in replacing 
those old foundations. The platform was solid though and surfaced with full 
thickness boards. The first act I performed was to buy a cookstove. I should 
have waited until the walls were up since it only got in the way during the 
early erection. I couldn’t miss the opportunity of securing a Master Climax 
cookstove and hoped to share it with my dream girl.

The logs were piled on both sides of the cabin. The tractor had no 
three point hitch to lift with, so I had to pull and roll at the same time with 
rope and a ramp of smaller logs to hoist the logs up the growing walls. The 
rope was first fastened on the same side as the tractor and then circled the 
log and passed back to the tractor. When the tractor pulled, the log would 
roll up the ramp. The heavy hemlocks would then butt up against the logs of 
the previous round. I would then lift each end up and on top of that previous 
course using old car jacks. I still have a scar on my chest from one of the slips
the jack made on the wet slippery peeled logs. On the side where the tractor 
was, the rope had longer to loop in order to come back to the tractor, but 
essentially the process was the same.

The other two sides were where the doors were positioned so I used 
cedar half lengths which I could place more or less by hand because cedar is 
so much lighter.

Not content to raise the walls perpendicularly I let them bulge out and
then creep back in to the square. The effect is to make the interior slightly 
larger inside. 



I did all of this alone, but I had forgotten all about the center beam to 
help support the second floor. Two friends helped. They were the two Mikes 
two of the best good natured friends you could ever spend time with. I had 
brought a straight cedar as close to the front door as I could with the tractor. 
Usually light this cedar was still green and almost as heavy as a hemlock. We 
wrestled the heavy end up and over the front wall. We all pushed as far as we
could until we reached the point that we had to push and pull. Mike Rinds 
and I ran inside and edged the log further over the wall and then were able to
pull past the fulcrum. Mike Ray had stayed to push the other end. Mike 
never lost his grip but almost lost his mind as he sailed up fourty feet above 
the slope. Inside we had the presence of mind for one of us to hold the log 
while the other raced outside to catch Mike before he crashed to the ground.

The leaves were just starting to change colours when I had the second 
level finished and was able to walk around what would be the second floor. I 
built a four foot knee high to give me extra head room, but had no idea of 
how to build a roof.

As luck would have it or maybe the play had been planned out long 
before in another dimension help was there for the asking. Four drunken 
Irish brothers came to my rescue for added liquid refreshment. Harry and 
his brothers laboured through the whole day and left me with enough 
structure to fasten roofing to.

I covered the roofing boards with tar paper and was ready for winter. 
That first night under shelter I slept on the second floor feeling like I had 
won the lottery and realizing that I owned the whole damned thing, the land 
and the house.

I woke soon after as the cabin was surrounded by wolves who decided 
to grieve their loss of ownership. My dog Shag-rug would not even think of 
leaving the first floor of the cabin as he only barked feebly despite his size. 
The moon was full and large enough to look like it would have to rest on the 
horizon line that night. The song of the wolves found its own resolve in its 
own time before they turned their backs on my wild dreams to find their new
range.

It was a time of silence for me, only the hiss of the naphtha lantern 
disturbed the night. Mostly I trimmed my wick for the coal oil and mind my 
beeswax.

The next drama was the cutting of the windows. What could be easier 
I thought? I would simply cut holes in the log walls and stick in windows. 
There is so much to learn in the country, I had never reasoned that when the 
holes were cut the support for the second floor and roof would be affected 
too. Walking back from the outhouse in the morning I saw that the ridge line 
of the roof was sagging. After a good cry following a temper tantrum , I 



worked for days to support and realign the logs and the roof. No one could 
help this was one sin I had to salve myself. With winches, car jacks, cables 
and more intelligence than I had used up to this point, I succeeded.

It has become a tradition for me that I always finish the second floor 
first. It is easier to finish the walls of a structure if you nail to studding than 
it is to chink logs. I was snug upstairs in a week, but the chinking would take 
the entire summer and that was just the inside. I carried hundreds of pounds 
of sand, cement, and vermiculite in through my forest trail to fill the metal 
lathe I had nailed in between the logs. The delirium of hours with trowel and 
mud stirred my imagination. I filled some of the spaces between the logs with
coloured bottles.

It is too long a story to tell, but by the second year I was comfortable 
enough to build a barn and this time without logs. I did take my own logs to 
the mill and had more than enough to finish the barn the following year.

I did have an electrical service in place shortly after purchasing the 
land and every cut had to be made at that pole and the lumber then loaded of
a wagon and pulled to the site. I had asked several tradesmen if I could run 
extension cords to the house from the pole, but they all said no. They 
explained that the voltage drop would be too great.

One night in the middle of a blizzard while working on a chalk pastel 
by candle light I decided to do something about my lack of light. I had picked
the road side trash in Toronto every time I traveled down to my land. I now 
had mountains of doors, windows, sinks, and wire. I had enough wire to 
travel the four hundred feet to my cabin. In spite of the weather I with the 
help of a flashlight dug the wire out of a snowbank and untangled it in the 
warmth of the cabin. I reasoned that if I could just get one light to light that 
would mean I could work at night on my paintings.

I couldn't wait, so with flashlight in mouth I unreeled my wires across 
the snowy field and then hooked it up. As I looked toward the cabin I could 
see the light come on. I swear the neighbours could have heard my roars of 
success over the screaming wind. I hurried across the field towards the light 
and in the cabin found that I had enough hydro for a hot cup of tea as well as
a radio and three lights. All those amenities I had dreamed of became a less 
distant fantasy. Now I could paint.

I asked a more knowledgeable electrician and he assured me that the 
voltage drop would not be too severe and where I could buy hydro poles. 
While this project was proceeding I decided to co-ordinate telephone with 
hydro. The telephone man told me first that Bell Canada does not run its 
lines on hydro poles, secondly the poles they would need to install would have
to run right across my fertile field. “How much,” I asked? Five thousand 
dollars compared with one thousand for hydro. Dumbfounded I asked if I 



built a house here next to the highway how much would it cost for a phone? 
The answer was fifty dollars.

I quickly skidded out logs for a new house which I named the phone 
booth. It is now called the studio and sometimes the guesthouse. When the 
linemen came to install the phone I told them the story. They shook their 
heads in disbelief mumbled 'management' and told me to call in two weeks 
and say that I wanted the phone moved. They then came back and put a 
phone in the barn and cabin. The total price for the phone was seventy five 
dollars excluding the few materials I bought for the phone booth. I now had 
light for the long winter night and did not have to heat the whole house with 
the cookstove for a cup of tea or a simple meal in the summer. I could also 
phone a friend if I was lonely.
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